Product Updates – Nickelodeon
Lost Lagoon

Nickelodeon Lost Lagoon
Sunway Group has expanded its strategic collaboration with
Viacom International Media Networks (VIMN) Asia, to develop
Nickelodeon Lost Lagoon at Sunway Lagoon. Nickelodeon Lost
Lagoon will become the first Nickelodeon-themed land to be
launched in Asia and is expected to open in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia by mid-2015.
Nickelodeon Lost Lagoon will feature immersive attractions
like an Oasis Lagoon Splash Pad and climbing structure, an
interactive water play area using reactive technology, daily
signature slime events, a variety of other water slide
attractions, retail shops and food service establishments
themed with Nickelodeon’s hit properties, including Sponge Bob
Square Pants, Dora the Explorer, and Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles.
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Sunway Lagoon offers adults and children for non-stop fun and
entertainment in one place! Enjoy the ultimate theme park and
experience with over 80 attractions sprawled across 88 acres
of land!
Have a splashing good time at the Water Park before enjoying
the fun and excitement of the Amusement Park rides with the
little ones. Go wild and interact with the animals at the
Wildlife Park and gear up for more action at the Extreme Park
before facing your fears at Scream Park. Whatever your
fantasy, Sunway Lagoon has it!
Sunway Lagoon has been awarded multiple accolades which
include Asia’s Best Waterpark and Asia’s Best Attraction by
the International Association of Amusement Parks and
Attractions (IAAPA) as well as the Best Man-Made Tourist
Attraction by Tourism Malaysia Truly, Sunway Lagoon is the
ultimate FUN destination.
Sunway Lagoon’s Wildlife Park is one of the recognized
educational zoos in Malaysia, featuring 140 species of exotic
animals from a range of birds, fishes, reptiles and mammals
with its 82 species-specific exhibits, offers anyone from preschoolers to adults on a specially tailored educational tour
and encounters. The
wildlife first-hand.
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Sunway Lagoon is the perfect venue for a team building event.
All 80 rides and attractions with more than 140 animal

exhibits can be utilised in creating the most memorable and
best fun team building ever!
Sunway Lagoon serves as a great venue for a company outing and
family day. Activities abound for people of all ages from
clowns and animal shows for the kids, surfing and exhilarating
rides for the young at heart.
Sunway Lagoon also provides the perfect backdrop to host a
themed dinner event or party. You can pick from a variety of
possible venues; on the soft sands of the World’s Largest ManMade Surf Beach, or on the Surf Deck, surrounded by beautiful
lake. “Swashbuckling Pirates”, “Wild African” and “Refreshing
Hawaiian” are examples of themes that may be incorporated into
your annual dinner event, just to name a few.
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I-City, also known as the City of Digital Lights as it is the
first ever tourism destination with lots and lots of LED
displays.
There is a Snowwalk, the place is icy cold. There are a large
variety of deco structure such as snowman, miniature castles,
igloo structures and more. Of course, all of the deco
structures are constructed with LED lights. There is an
amusement park filled with arcade games and kiddy rides near
to the snow walk and is accessible with a short bridge.
Waterworld i-City is the enhancement to the ever-popular iCity which is fast becoming one of Shah Alam’s and Selangor’s
top tourist attractions. It is a water theme park with a
vortex ride called the Ultimate Tornado, the first spiral
slide of its kind in South East Asia.
Trick Art Museum, an addition to i-City’s range of family
entertainment activities. Here your eyes play tricks on your
mind as two dimensional paintings have been skilfully rendered
by artists to make them appear as three dimensional.
The illusionism paintings have been divided into 5 themes:
Masterpieces
Egyptian
Marine Life
Animal Kingdom
Modern Classics

Red Carpet Wax Museum is the latest addition to i-City’s
growing list of tourist attractions. It is described as the
‘first all-star interactive wax museum‘ in Malaysia.
The exhibits are arranged in various themed zones comprising
world leaders, historical, political and business icons, Asian
and Western movie stars, martial artists, pop stars, sports
stars and others. Some are more realistic than others.
If you have been to a Madame Tussauds museum, please do not
expect the range and quality of the exhibits at Red Carpet as
high as at Madame Tussauds.
Here are some of the famous celebrities you can find on
display here:
Presidents Obama and Putin, The Queen, William and Kate,
Mother Teresa, Pope John Paul, Tunku Abdul Rahman, Napoleon,
Kofi Annan, Mao Zedong, Yasser Arafat, Bill Gates, Einstein,
Jackie Chan, Jet Li, Bruce Lee, Michelle Yeoh, John Travolta,
Audrey Hepburn, Tiger Woods, Messi, the Beckhams and many
more.
There are other attractions at i-City. These include a reptile
house, Laser Warzone (a laser tag game), amusement
arcade/indoor funfair games, souvenir shops, food stalls,
shops, a full size cinema screen (showing some Van Diesel film
during our visit) and a range of restaurants.
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LEGOLAND ® Malaysia Resort brings together a LEGOLAND Park,
Water Park and Hotel in one LEGO ® themed location. It is a
family holiday destination consists of more than 70 hands-on
rides, slides, shows and attractions. Almost everything is
hands-on, so you can push, pedal and program, or steer, squirt
and splash, your way through a truly interactive experience –
and of course there’s building too.
LEGOLAND® Malaysia Resort has seven themed areas of attractions
for all ages such as The Beginning, LEGO ® Technic, LEGO
Kingdoms, Imagination, LEGO City, Land of Adventure
and MINILAND. It’s an inspirational land where the children
are the heroes. From LEGO experiment centres to
rollercoasters, the park is a day-long voyage of discovery for
all the family.
The centrepiece is MINILAND, where Asian landmarks have been
recreated using more than 30 million LEGO bricks. It’s an
interactive world on a scale of 1:20, where people, trains and
aeroplanes come to life at the touch of a button.
LEGOLAND Water Park which can be enjoyed separately or in
combination with the theme park has more than 20 slides and
water based attractions and boasts 70 LEGO models. Highlights
of this unique LEGO themed water park are:
Joker Soaker

A fun interactive play structure in the wade pool where
children can aim water cannons at one another. But watch out:
The huge bucket will pour 350 gallons upon everyone every few
minutes.
Build-A-Raft
A unique concept where children can customize their own raft
made from LEGO soft bricks before floating down the lazy
river.
LEGO Wave Pool
Families can ride the waves or simply cool off in this wave
pool where swimmers of all ages will enjoy making a splash.

